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ABSTRACT 
hI this paper a fuzzy model is developed fo predict wagon 

wheel unloading due to wagon body ami bogie pitch modes in
duced by longitudinal impact forces. 

Data was obtained using the wagon dynamics simu.lation 
package, VAMP1RE® with a wagon model typical of wagons 
in Australianfreighr service. Simulations were completedfor 31 
states 0/ wagon body mass from empty to maximum load, 8 to 
62 tonne and 31 states of longitudinal force were applied making 
961 scenarios. 

Four 2 -input J-output fuzzy systems were developed to pre
dict wheel unloading for each axle using wagon mass alld the 
impact/oree magnitude as inputs. A cooperative co-evolutiollary 
algorithm was used to determine a complete set fuzzy rules for 
this system together with defining fuzty set defor.itions. The ~y 
model produced was then evaluated for its suitability as a pre
dictive model. 

INTRODUCTION 
Freight train operations such as acceleration. braking and 

stopping practices result in dynamic interactions among individ
ual vehicles (wagons) and also between the vehicle and the track 
system. The longitudinal in-train coupler forces generated by 
those interactions can cause wagon instability due to wheel un-
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loading and increases in the Load on Velocity (L/V) ratio. Wheel 
Ullioading can be increased by both wagon and bogie pitch mo
tions II] and lateral components of longitudinal forces due to 
coupler angling on curves [2,3]. Large longitudinal forces com
bined with coupler angling can also adversely affect L/V ra
tios [2,3]. 

The focus of tbis paper is on wheel unloading due to pitch 
motions. The wagon body and bogie pitch motions considered in 
this paper are limited to those caused by the impact conditions 
allowed by coupler slack in aUlO coupler systems. The 'run
in' or 'run-out' forces developed can be large enough to caose 
dangerous levels of axle and wheel unloading [1]. The mass of 
the wagon dictates the type of behaviour. Empty wagons have a 
lower centre of mass, usually close to coupling level. Wheel un
loading in empty wagons due to longitudinal impacts is primar
ily via bogie pitch; wagon body pitch is minimal. Conversely, in 
loaded wagons, with higher centre of mass, wagon body pitch is 
the primary mechanism. The wheel unloading response obtained 
is a function of longitudinal force, mass, wagoD geometry and 
suspension design. 

For rail operations, precise calculation of wheel unloading 
states is only of interest when levels approach and exceed st3JI
<lard practice limits for safe operation. While criteria differ, 
wheel unloading of up 10 90% is of leD accepted for pitch and 
bounce modes on straight track [4]. Lower levels are set for curve 
operation via wheel climb criteria (5-7]. 
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INTRODUCTION 
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loading and increases in thc Load on Velocity (LIV) ratio. Wheel 
unloading can be increased by both wagon and bogie pitch mo
tions [I] and lateral components of longitudinal forces due to 
coupler angling on curves [2,3]. Large longitudinal forces com
bined with coupler angling can also adversely affect L/V ra
tios [2,3]. 

The focus of tbis paper is on wheel unloading due to pitch 
motions. The wagon body and bogie pitch motions considered in 
this paper are limited to those caused by the impact conditions 
allowed by coupler slack in auto coupler syslems. The 'ron
in' or 'run-ollt' forces developed can be large enough to caUse 
dangerous levels of axle and wheel unloading [1]. The mass of 
the wagon dictates the type of behaviour. Empty wagons have a 
lower centre of mass, usually close to coupling level. Wheel un
loading in empty wagons due to longitudinal impacts is primar
ily via bogie pitch; wagon body pitch is minimal. Conversely, in 
loaded wagons, with higher centre of mass, wagon body pitch is 
the primary mechanism. The wheel unloading response obtained 
is a function of longitudinal force, mass, wagon geometry and 
suspension design. 

For rail operations, precise calculation of wheel unloading 
states is only of interest when levels approach and exceed staIl
dard practice limits for safe operation. While criteria differ, 
wheel unloading of up 10 90% is often accepted for pit.::h and 
bounce modes on straight track [4J. Lower levels are set for curve 
operation via wheel Climb criteria [5-7]. 
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A useful description of the instability of the rail wagon can 
be obtained by introducing an approximation of fuzziness. A 

system is capable of performing the transformation of a 
human knowledge base into a mathematical formula. A fuzzy 
logic system allows a non-linear mapping of an input data vector 
into a useful scoalar OUtput. In thb cast:, it is proposed (hat tbe 
scenario data base, Figures 1 to 4, could be lcamt:d to produce 
a fuzzy knowledge base to give predictions of wagon stability. 
There is no II priori knowledge of the fuzzy system and it was 
dedded EO use Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) to find a suitable 
fuzzy ktlOwl<:dge base and fuzzy set definitions. 

<;:';>nwi,e numerical simulation is still too computationally 
to be used in on-line prediction systems using embed

ded processors. A fUlZY model can map the input space 10 the 
output (as a black box model) with low computational load. It is 
envisaged that the usefulness of this work will be realised in real 
time implementations. 

WAGON MODEL DETAilS 
A model typical of wagons in Australian freight service 

was developed in YAMP[RE®. The wagon model consisted 
of eleven masses: wagon body, 2 bolsters, 4 side frames and 4 
wheel sets. The bogies modelled were Ride Control type three 
piece bogies. Suspension springs and constant force wedge type 
friction dampers (snubbers) were modelled for the secondary 
suspension, Primary suspension and other connections were 
modelled a~ stiff springs approximating steel-on-steel connec
tions. The wagon model included degrees of freedom for pitch 
rotation for wagon body, bolsters and side frames. The wagon 
body to bolster connection, (centre bowl} was modelled with 
four (4) lift-off type steel-on-steel connections. The bolster to 
side frame connection was modelled with two springs and two 

The two springs and two damper<; are arranged 
fore and aft ill me spring nest 10 allow side frame and bolster 
pitch. Side frame to wheel set connections were modelled as 

sleel-on-steel springs .. 
TIle VAM:PfRE® moqel was not explicitly validated 

service data as the intention of the study is to ex
plore the possibilities offered by fuzzy models. However, the 
VAMPIRE® model response was tuned to give responses typi
cai of measmed data for an eighty tonne hopper wagon. 

DATA GENERATION AND ANALYSIS 
Simuhiticms were completed for 31 states of wagon body 

mass from empty to maximum load, 8 to 62 tonne: Xl = 8 + 
I - 1) for i = 1"',31. Longitudinal impact forces were ap
proximated by 11 sinusoidal force profile applied to the wagon 
model. A force profile with a frequency of 5Hz was selected as 
an approximaliowof in-service impact behaviour. Further study 
is in progress using different force profiles, A total of 31 states 
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of longitudinal force Were applied with magnitudes ranging from 
200 to 980kN: X2 = 200 + 26(i -1) for i = 1,···,31. The results 
of these simulations were then examined and the worst case of 
wheel unloading in each simulation recorded. This allows the 
analysis to be Simplified to a set of scenarios rather than a fully 
detailed analysis of time series response data. As these predic
tions would be utilised in either train driver simulations or train 
advisory systems it was considered adequate that only the ex
treme or maximum Wheel unloading be predicted in' each sce
nario. The training data set for each output of the fuzzy system 
therefore consisted of 961 data points as shown in Figures 1, 2, 
3, and 4. 

FUZZY CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN 
Fuzzy systems [8] are an abstraction of set theory fuat ex

tends into being partially in a set and partially not (classical set 
meory is a subset of fuzzy set theory). The amount that an in
put variable is contained in a set is t;ontrolled by some function 
(triangUlar, trapezoidal, Gaussian, bezier curves, bipolar contin
uous, etc.). Each input variable has a domain that can be covered 
by several fuzzy sels. The extension prinCiple allows the input 
space to become an n-dimensional space. A rule considers each 
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A useful description of the instability of the rail wagon can 
be obtained by introducing an approximation of fuzziness. A 
fuzzy system is capable of performing the transformation of a 
human knowledge base into a matbematical formula. A fuzzy 
logic system allows a lion-linear mapping of an input data vector 
into a useful scalar Output. In this case, it is proposed that the 
scenario data blllie. Figures ] to 4, could be learned to produce 
a fuzzy knowledge base to give predictions of wagon stability. 
There is no a priori knowledge of the fuzzy system and it was 
decided to use Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) to find a suitable 
fuzzy knowledge base and fuzzy set definitions. 

Step-wist: numerical simulation is still too computationally 
expensive to be used in on-line prediction systems using embed
ded processors. A fm::zy model can map the input space to the 
output (as a black box model) with low computational load. It is 
envisaged that the usefulness of this work will be realised in real 
time implementations. 

WAGON MODEL DETAILS 
A model typical of wagons in Australian freight service 

was developed in VAMPlRE®. The wagon model consisted 
of eleven masses: wagon body, 2 bolsters, 4 side frames and 4 
wheel sets. The bogies modelled were Ride Control type three 
piece bogies. SuspenSion springs and constant force wedge type 
friction dampers (snubbers) were modelled for the secondary 
suspension. Primary suspension and other connections were 
modelled as stiff springs approximating steel-on~steel cOlUlec
lions. The wagon model included degrees of freedom for pilch 
rotation for wagon body, bolsters and side frames. The wagon 
body to bolster connection, {centre bowl} was modelled with 
four (4) lift-off type steel-ol1-steel connections. The bolster' to 
side frame connection was modelled with two springs and two 
damper elements. The two springs and two dampers are arranged 
fore and aft in the spring nest to allow sidc frame and bolster 
pitch. Side frame· to wheel set connections were modelled as 
IlfHlff type sleel-on-steel springs .. 

The VAMPIRE® model was not explicitly validated 
against service data as the intention of the study is to ex
pIon; the poSSibilities offered by fuzzy models. However, the 
VAMPfRE® model response was tuned to give responses typi
cal of measmed data for an eighty tonne hopper wagon. 

DA.TA GENERATION A.ND ANALYSIS 
Simulations were completed for 31 States of wagon body 

mass from empty to maximum load, 8 to 62 tonne: Xl = 8 + 
I - 1.) for i = 1"',31. Longitudi.nal impact forces were ap
proximated by a sinusoidal force profile applied to the wagon 
modeL A force profile with a frequency of 5Hz was selected as 
an approximatioll'of ill-service impact behaviour. Further study 
is in progress llsing different force profiles. A total of 31 states 
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of longitudinal force were applied with magnitudes ranging from 
200 to 980kN: X2 = 200 + 26(i - 1) for i = 1"",31. TIle results 
of these simulations were then examined and the worst case of 
wheel unloading in each simulation recorded. This allows the 
analysis to be simplified to a set of scenarios rather than a fully 
detailed analysis of time series response data. As these predic
tions would be utilised in either train driver simulations or train 
advisory systems it was considered adequate that only the ex
treme or maximum wheel unloading be predicted in· each sce
nario. The training data set for each output of the fuzzy system 
therefore consisted of 961 data points as shown in Figures l, 2, 
3, and 4. 

FUZZY CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN 
Fuzzy systems [8] are an abstraction of set theory that ex

tends into being partially in a set and partially not (classical set 
theory is a subset of fuzzy set theory). The amount that an in
put variable is contained in a set is controlled by some function 
(triangular, trapezoidal, Gaussian, bezier curves, bipolar contin
UOllS, etc.). Each input variable has a domain that can be covered 
by several fuzzy sets. The extension prinCiple allows (he inpm 
space It) become an l1-dimensional space. A mle considers each 
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input variable against the sets defined over the domain of that 
variable. Rules can also use inclusion and exclusion conditions 
(and, or) commonly found in logic. 

An inference engine defines how sets are combined when 
inclusion and exclusion are used in a rule. The inclusion and 
exclusion logic forms are now converted to a function. 

As can be imagined, several rules will 'fire' for a given input. 
The outputs of the rules can be combined to form a single result 
by' using 'centre of gravilY', 'centre average', or a 'maximum' 
defuzzifier. 

The inputs into the fuzzy knowledge base are now vari
ables Xl and :(2. The output from each fuzzy system is Yk as 
-Q/ Q. for k = 1,",,4 of axle k. There are seventeen linguis
tic membership sets defined for each variable. The seeded fuzzy 
set definition for input variable XI were completely overlapping 
normalised definitions: 8.0+3.375(i -1) for i = 1,,,,,17. Sim
ilarly, the seeded fuzzy set definitions for input variable X2 were: 
200.0+48.75(i-l) for i= 1,,,,,17. 

In all there are 172 = 289 rules in a complete fuzzy knowl
edge base for this system. In general, the t h fuzzy rule has the 
form: 

If (Xl is Aland X2 is Ai) Then (y is U). 

61 

where Ak,k = 1,2 are normalised fuzzy sets for input variables 
Xbk = 1,2, and where nt is a normalised fuzzy set for output 
variables y. 

Given a fuzzy rule base with M rules, a fuzzy controller as . 
given in Equation I uses a singleton fuzzifier, Mamdani prod· 
uct inference engine and centre average defuzzifier to determine 
output variables. 

ltd(W'=1 ,uAf{x;) 
l(xj,xz) = l~lmi'=JJlAf(Xi) 

where yt are centres of the output sets Be 

(I) 

These values, 289 of them, are typically unknown and re
quire determination in establishing valid mapping from input 
data to output data. Assuming no a priori knowledge about the 
system control, Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) [9] were used to 
search for an acceptable solution. 

EVOLUTIONARY LEARNING 
This paper uses a variation of the Cooperative Co

evolutionary GenetiC Algorithm (CCGA) presented by [10). In
stead of breaking each individual into two populations and using 
two Evolutionary Algorithms (BAs). the best Fuzzy Rule Base 
(FRS) is found in one BA and the best Fuzzy Set (FS) delini. 
tion is found by a second EA These BAs are used in a coop
erative way to find a fuzzy mapping that closely resembles the 
simulated output from VAMPIRE®. As this is an evolutionary 
technique, it should be called Cooperative Co-Evolutionary Al
gorithm (CCBA). A pseudo-programme of the CCEA is; 

programme CCEA 
begin 

t ...... O 
initialise i'FRB(t) 
initialise PFS(t) 
seed individuaI(O) of PFS(t) 
copy individual(O) throughout PFS(t) 
mutate all alleles except individual(O) in PFS(t) 
evaluatehRB(t) using individual(O) from PFS(r) 
evaluate PFS(t) using best individual from PFRB(t) 
while (not termination-condition) do 
begin 

t <- /+1 
select PFRs(t) from PFRB(t -1) 
select PFs(r) from PFS(t - 1) 
alter PFRB(r) 
alter PEset) 
evaluate hRB(t) using best individual from PFS(r -I) 
evaluate PFS(t) using best individual from PFRB(I) 

end 
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input variable against the sets defined over the domajn of that 
variable. Rules can also use inclusion and exclusion conditions 
(and, or) commonly found in logic. 

All inference engine defines how sets are combined when 
inclusion and exclusion are used in a rule. The inclusion and 
exclllsion logic forms are now converted to a function. 

As can be imagined, several rules will 'fire' for a given input. 
The outputs of the rules can be combined to form a single result 
by lIsing 'centre of graviIY', 'centre average', or a 'maximum' 
defuzzifier. 

The inpms into the fuzzy knowledge ba,e are now vari
ables XI and X2. The output from each fuzzy system is Yk as 
-Q/Q, for k "'" 1,···,4 of axle k. There are seventeen linguis
tic membership sets defined for each variable. The seeded fuzzy 
sel definition for input variable XI were completely overlapping 
normalised definitions: 8,O+3.375(i -1) for i = i,"', 17. Sim
ilarly. the seeded fuzzy set definitions for input variable X2 were: 
200.0+48.75(i-l) for i= 1",,17, 

III ail there are 172 = 289 rules in a complete fuzzy knOWl
edge base lor this system. In general, the I'li! fuzzy rule has the 
fonn: 
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where A 1, k = 1,2 are nonnalised fuzzy sets for input variables 
Xb k = 1,2, and where B! is a normalised fuzzy set for output 
variables y. 

Given a fuzzy rule base with M rules. a fuzzy controller as ' 
given in Equation I uses a singleton fuzzifier, Marndani prod· 
uct inference engine and centre average defuzzifier to determine 
output variables. 

(1) 

where yt are Centres of the output sets Bf 
These values, 289 of them, are lypically unknown and re

quire determination in establishing valid mapping from input 
data to output data. Assuming no a priori knowledge about the 
system control, Evolutionary Algorithms eEA) [9J were used 10 

search for an acceptable solution. 

EVOLUTIONARY LEARNING 
This paper uses a variation of the Cooperative Co

evolutionary Genetic Algorithm (CCGA) presented by [IOJ, In
stead of breaking each individual into tWO populations and using 
two Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs), the best Fuzz:y Rule Base 
(FRB) is found in one EA and the best FtlZ7~y Set (FS) defini
tion is found by a second EA These EAs are used in a coop
erative way to find a fuzzy mapping that closely resembles the 
simulated output from VA.MPIRE®. As this is an evolutionary 
technique. it should be called Cooperative Co-Evolutionary Al
gorithm (CCEA). A pseudo-programme of the CCEA is: 

programme CCEA 
begin 

1<--0 

initialise PF RE(t) 
initialise hs(t) 
seed individual(O) of PFS(t) 
copy individual(O) throughout PFS(r) 
mutate all alleles except individual(O) in PFS(t) 
evaluate PFR8(t) using individual(O) from PFS(t) 
evaluate PFS(t) using best individual from FFRB(t) 
while (not tennination-condition) do 
begin 

(;.-(+1 
select PFRS(t) from PFRFdt ~ 1) 
select PFS(r) from PFS(r - 1) 
alter PFRE(t} 
alter PES(r) 
evaluate PFRB(t) using best individual from Prs(t - 1) 
evaluate I'FS(t) using best individual from PFRE(t) 

end 
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end 

The evaluation of individuals in the FRB population use the 
best individual from the FS population i.e. using the greedy op
erator approach. Similarly, the evaluation of individuals in the 

· FS pOpulation use the best performing individual from the FRB 
population. 

Fitness evaluation of each individual was calculated as the 
, sum of squared errors: 

961 

E = I,(j(XIoX2) ~ !(XI,X2))2 (2) 
i=! 

: The value of E is a good performance measure for the evo
luri<mary algorithm, but does not portray information such as re-

· Quiring the maximum relative error to be within ±IO%. This 
· additional requirement was met by prOducing a matrix of errors 
expressed as a percentage: 

E(XI, X2)% = lOO(}(Xl,Xl) ~ !(Xl,X2)) 
!(XI,Xz) 

(3) 

Convergence of the algorithm was seen at 10 000 genera
tions,however, the algorithm was tenninated after 100 000 gen
erations to see if any improvement could be found. 

, . The following discussion presents each EA in detail. 

FRB Evolutionary Details 
Instead of using a vector of membership sets for the output 

. variable, each of the 289 rules has a unique membership centre 
, Y1 = IEEE M-bit floating point. Encoding of an individual in this 
: form allows high precision numerical mapping and allows fine 
· control far the evolutionary algorithm on the output centres. 

Each output fuzzy set is represented by a Floating Point (FP) 
number in the interval {O, I] corresponding to the fuzzy output 
rule. So we can miiquely represent a potential knowledge base 
solution as an individual string s camaining M = 289 floating 
point numbers represented as consequents ofthe form: 

fFR8= {sl "",1, ",,~}. 

The population at generation t,P(t) = {s" : n=l,· .. ,N}, 
where N = 50 is the number of individuals in the population. The 
population at the next generation P(t + 1) was built using a full 
replacement policy, tournament selection· with size l1r = 2, and 
2D geometric crossover with probability .Pc = 0.6. Elitism was 
used by copying the best two individuals from previous popula
tion to current population. Mutation was set to a constant rate of 
pm = 0.01. 

62 

The 2D geometric crossover [11} allows the natural matrix 
format of daJa representation to be retained in crossover opera
tions. The column or row is selected with a probability of 0.5 and 
follows the normal geometric crossover operation, This allows 
high performing row or column short defining length schemata to 
be retained. Otherwise,linearisation of a matrix causes column 
schemata to have large defining lengths and thus easily destroyed 
by one )JQint geometric crossover. 

The mutation uses a delta-float mutation operator that in
crements/decrements Sk by ±l.rand x [2-18 , .. 2-3]. This is 
achieved by using a "quick and dirty" 32-bit random number [12] 
twice. The first random number is used for the lower 32-bits' 
of the 64-bit FP number. The second random number (used 
as the upper 32-bits of the 64-bit FP number) is masked by 
Ox80FFFFFF to limh the exponential to [0,15) and to retain sign 
of the number. An offset of Ox3EDOOOOO is added to bring the 
exponent in the interval [-18,-3]. This perturoation is then added 
to the allele to be mutated, There is no bounds checking on the al
lele and it is therefore allowed to move outside the interval [0,1]. 

FS Evolutionary Details 
Fuzzy triangular memberships definitions are encoded for 

each input variable xl andx2: 

frS={:!:I'~} 

where: 

:!) = {sL.j'i,s~,· .. ,st,s~,~, .. ·,s1,sfA}, 

and 

~ = {s\'si,sL'" ,s1,~,sj" .. ,sf,s~A}, 

where .s1 ,4, ~ are tuples defining nonnalised fuzzy sets and ~ 
are double precision floating pOint numbers. 

There are N = 17 sets defined for input variable xl, and a = 
17 sets defined for input variable x2. 

The population at generation t, pet) = {&'s: 11 = I"" ,N}, 
where N = 50 is the number of individuals in the popUlation. The' 
population at the next generation P(t + i) was built USing a full 
replacement policy, tournament selection with size nr = 2, and 
one point crossover with probability Pc = 0.6. Elitism was used 
by copying the best two individuals from previous population to 

-current population. Mutation was set to a constant rate of Pm = 
0.01. 

The mutation uses the delta-float mutation operator that 
increments/decrements Sk by ±Lrand x [2- 18 ... 2-3] on ~ or 
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end 

The evaluation of individuals in the FRB population use the 
best individual from the FS population i.e. using the greedy op
erator approach. Similarly, the evaluation of individuals in the 

. FS popull:Uioll use the best petforming individual from the FRB 
population. 

Fitness evaluation of each individual was calculated as the 
. sum of squared errors: 

961 
E = I,U(X'j,X2) ~ f(XI ,X2))2 (2) 

i=l 

, The value of E is a good performance measure for the evo
lutionary algorithm, but does nO[ portray infonnation such as re

maximum relative error to be within ± 10%. This 
. additional requirement was met by producing a matrix of errors 

as a percentage: 

(3) 

Convergence of the algorithin was seen at 10 000 genera
tions,however, the algorithm was terminated after 100 000 gen
erations to see jf any improvement could be found. 

o The following discussion presents each EA in detail. 

FRS Evolutionary Details 
Instead of using a vector of membership sets for the output 

variable, each of the 289 rules has a unique membership centre 
= IEEE 64-bit floating point. Encoding of an individual in tllis 

allows high precision numerical mapping and allows fine 
control for the evolutionary algorithm on the output centres. 

Elich output fuzzy set is represented by a Floating Point (FP) 
!lumber in the interval ro, I) corresponding to the fuzzy output 
rule. So we can uniquely represent a potential knowledge base 
solution as an individual string s comaining M = 289 floating 
point numbers represellted as consequents of the form: 

'The population at generation t, P(t) = {s" ; n = 1,.·· ,N}, 
where N = 50 is the number of individuals in the population. The 
population at the ne)(t gcncrntion P(ti 1) wa~ huilt using a full 
replacement policy, tournament selection with size liT = 2, and 
2D geomeu'ic crossover with probability Pc = 006. Elitism was 
used by copying the best two individuals from previous popula
tion to current population. Mutation was set to a cunstant rale of 
pm = 0.01. 
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The 2D geumetric crossover [11] allows the natural matrix 
fornlat of data representation to be retained in crossover opera
tions. The column or row is selected with a probability of 0.5 and 
follows the normal geometric crossover operation. This allows 
high performing row or coLumn short defining length schemata to 
be retained. Otherwise,linearisation of a matrix causes column 
schemata to have large defining lengths and thus ea<;ily destroyed 
by one point geometric crossover. 

The mutation uses a delta-fioat mutation operator that in
crements/decrements Sk by ±Lrand x [2-18, .. 2-3]. This is 
achieved by using a "quick and dirty" 32-bit random number [12] 
twice. The first random number is used for the lower 32-bits 
of the 64-bit FP number. The second random number {used 
as the upper 32-bits of the 64-bit FP number} is masked by 
Ox80FFFFFF to limit the exponential to [O,15} and to retain sign 
of the number. An offset of Ox3EDOOOOO is added to bring the 
exponent in the interval [-18,-3]. This perturoation is thell added 
to the allele to be mutated, There is no bounds checking on the al
lele and it is therefore allowed to move outside the interval [0,1]. 

FS Evolutionary Details 
Fuzzy triangular memberships definitions are encoded for 

each input variable xl and x2: 

where: 

and 

where s'i ' s~ , s~ are tuples defining normalised fuzzy sets and s} 
are double precision floating pOint numbers. 

There are N = 17 sets defined for input variable x I, and 0 = 
17 sets defined for illPut variable x2. 

The population at generation t, PCt) = {;:;s: n = I,,,, ,N}, 
where N = 50is the numberofilldividuals in the population. The 
population at the Ilext generation P(t + i) was built USing a full 
replacement policy, tournament selection with size nT = 2, and 
one point crossover with probability Pc = 0.6. Elitism was used 
by copying the best two individuals from previous population to 

-current population, Mutation was set to a constant rate of Pm = 
0.01. 

The mutation uses the delta-float mutation operntor that 
increments/decrements Sk by ±l.rand x [2- 18 ···r3 ] on::; or 
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Figure 5. PERCENTAGE ERROR FOR AXLE 1 

Figure 6. PERCENTAGE ERROR FOR AXLE 2 

±l.rand x [2-17 ., .2-21 on s,. There is no bounds checking on 
the allele and it is therefore ailowed to move olltside the interval 
[8.0, 62.0] for !I and (200.0, 980.0] for &. 

RESULTS 
The best fuzzy rule base string was taken from the FRB pop

ulation and the best fuzzy set definition was taken from the FS 
population to from the fuzzy approximation in each of four cases 
studied. 

For each of the four cases studied, the CCEA was run on 
eleven nodes of a Pentium cluster using l.OGHL machines. Ef
fectively, the algorithm was run eleven times for each case. All 
eleven runs converged to the same performance measure E with 
only a very small amount of variance. The relative error E% 
maps of the eleven runs compared well with each other, showing 
a consistent convergence space of the CCEA. 

Relative errors for fuzzy systems corresponding to axles one 
to four are shown in Figures 5 to 8 respectively. The final fitness 
values of the fuzzy systems developed for axles one to four are: 
E = 0.068,0.14,0.061, and 0.19 respectively. 
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Figure 7. PERCENTAGE ERROR FOR AXLE 3 

Figura 8, PE RCENTAGE ERROR FOR AXLE 4 

Table 1. RESULTS SUMMARY 

Axle Number Worst 

lEI> 10% 1£%1 

24 27.63 

2 8 15.81 

3 0 9.88 

4 58 26.13 

DISCUSSION 
The resulting fuzzy system for axle one had twenty-four out 

of 961 input/output absolute relative errors IE(xl ,x2)%1 that ex
ceeded ten percent. All of these errors are around the safe area 
of wheel unloading -Q/Q. < 0.3. The largest relative error was 
£(22.4,200)% = 27.63% at 1(22.4,200) == 0.Q2. 

The number of abSolute relative errorS exceeding ten percent 
and the worst ofthese errors are swnmarised in Table 1. 

Generally, the fuzz;y system mapping of input/output data 
for axles one to four were good with only a few unacceptable 
errors. 

The errors are not located in any consistent area and indi-
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cate multi-objective convergence type of errors. There are many 
methods of reducing these types of errors that can be considered 
for future work. 

CONCLUSION 
Overall the CCEA was effective in finding a fuzzy mapping 

as close as possible the the original data. The resulting fuzzy sys
tem executes in approximately 35,us on II P4 2.667MHz machine. 
The execution time will be slower for an on-line embedded sys
tem, but is considerably faster than running numerical simula-
tion. 

The number and size of errors for axle one and four indi
cate that refinement of the technique is still required for precise 
prediction of the output of the fuzzy system. When comparing 
Figures 1 to 4, it is noted that there are smoother changes in in
pul/output data for axles two and three than for axles one and 
four. 

The work is still at an early stage of <levelopment. As the 
data set was limited to a particular wagon type with a specific 
force profile, considerable work still remains in generalising this 
technique to adequately model wagon pitch responses. 

Further work is being progressed in extending the database 
, to include impact forces of larger magnitudes and over a range 

of different frequencies, 
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The number and size of errors for axle one and four indi
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prediction of the output of the fuzzy system. When comparing 
Figures I to 4, it is noted that there are smoother changes in in
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